PHOTOCELL REPLACEMENT

1. While holding the CAGE, remove the two screws fastening the HOOD to the CAGE.
2. Remove the three screws securing the LED PLATE to the HOOD, then remove the LED PLATE by disconnecting the QUICK CONNECT.
3. Remove the WIRE NUTS.
4. Cut the BLACK PHOTOCELL WIRE close to the PHOTOCELL. Use wire strippers to expose 3/8" of wire from the BLACK FIXTURE WIRE.
5. Unscrew the PHOTOCELL and replace it with a new PHOTOCELL.
6. Connect the WHITE FIXTURE WIRE, WHITE DRIVER WIRE, and WHITE PHOTOCELL WIRE together using a WIRE NUT.
7. Connect the BLACK DRIVER WIRE to the RED PHOTOCELL WIRE using a WIRE NUT.
8. Connect the BLACK FIXTURE WIRE and the BLACK PHOTOCELL wire together using a WIRE NUT.
9. Neatly bundle the wires behind the LED PLATE and secure the LED PLATE onto the HOOD.
10. Re-attach the CAGE to the HOOD.